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Abstract

Load balancing is one of key techniques in the virtual cluster system. In view of the fact that resource relevance has not been considered in the load balancing algorithm under current virtual cluster application environment, this paper proposes a load balancing algorithm with key resource relevance (RRK). Firstly, virtual resources are divided into groups by category. Then, considering the relevance between user tasks and each virtual resource group as well as the integrated load of each virtual resource group, the priorities of the tasks assigned to each virtual resource group are dynamically calculated, and thus the tasks can be assigned to the corresponding virtual resource group based on the priorities; while those tasks will be distributed depending on load values of the virtual resources and the weight values of resources needed to be consumed. The experimental results show that: RRK algorithm, compared with MTN algorithm and Weight algorithm, cannot only assure that the tasks can be preferentially assigned to those virtual resources of high relevance, but also enable the tasks with less average waiting time for assignments of virtual resource groups.
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1. Introduction

The virtualization enables the construction of virtual cluster [1]. The virtual cluster means: connecting multiple homogeneous or heterogeneous computing resources together and then virtualizing multi-computing resources out of one computing resource via virtualization, thus constructing a huge cluster system that is similar to the physical cluster [2, 3]. The core part of virtual cluster is to consider the virtual machine as the unit of assigning computing resources.

As the computer techniques are increasingly developing nowadays, the contradiction between continuous improvement of computer hardware performance and the low resource utilization rate of cluster system becomes increasingly prominent, which is mainly caused by the load imbalance [4]. Besides, the load balancing is also particularly important in the virtual cluster.

In the existing load balancing algorithms, little consideration is taken on the resource relevance. However, the resource relevance is generally the important factor that needs to be considered in actual task assignment. For example, in some specific cluster application environments, users wish to preferentially assign different tasks to resources of different categories as required; also, the multi-virtual machines virtualized by physically homogeneous computers may adopt different operating systems, but user tasks generally need to run on designated operating systems.
In this paper, a kind of load balancing algorithm with key resource relevance for virtual cluster (RRK) is proposed based on the relevance between user task and virtual cluster, task weight value and load value of each virtual resource. There are two steps in this algorithm: Firstly, assign the task to one certain virtual resource group in line with the task relevance to each virtual resource group and the integrated load of each virtual resource group; Then, assign the task to one certain virtual resource in line with the load value about all virtual resources in the virtual resource group and the task weight value. As to the acquisition of load information, a method combining “push” and “pull” together is hereby adopted, which means: all virtual resources periodically “push” their own load values; when a new task is to be assigned, the system will “pull” back the latest load values to all virtual resource groups. The experimental results show that: compared with MTN algorithm and Weight algorithm, RRK algorithm cannot only assure that the tasks can be preferentially assigned to those virtual resources of high relevance to themselves, but also enable the tasks with less average waiting time for assignment with in virtual resource groups.

2. Related work

Via virtualization, all physical resources are virtualized and transparently provided to users [5]. The virtualization technology is mainly classified into three types [6]:

(1) Resource virtualization: Virtualize specific resources such as CPU, disk, memory and network resources, and transparently provide them to users for use.

(2) Platform virtualization: Namely the operating system of virtualized computer, which can be classified into full virtualization and para-virtualization. The full virtualization does not need to modify the source codes of operating system and it can be well compatible with operating systems in various versions. The para-virtualization can obtain better performance by modifying the source codes of operating system, such as typical Xen virtual machine, etc.

(3) Application program virtualization: This includes simulation, emulation and explanation techniques, typically including the explanation execution mechanism of JAVA program.

The load is an abstract concept describing the busyness of the system, and the distribution balancing of load on all resources of parallel system is called load balancing. The load balancing contributes to assure the high efficiency of task assignment algorithm, and it can adjust the load assignment at all times to keep all resources of the system in load balance. There are two kinds of methods for the load balancing of all resources in the system: load assignment and load migration. The load assignment is to properly assign the user tasks to all resources in order to make the system load on all resources roughly equal. The load migration is to migrate the tasks from heavy-loaded resources to light-loaded resources, so that the system load gets balanced and the overall performance is improved. The load balancing algorithm proposed therein is used in load assignment.

There are three kinds of load balancing algorithm: static, dynamic and self-adaptive.

Based on the static information about related tasks, the static assignment algorithm uses one certain strategy to complete the task assignment. It determines the load distribution without any system status information. This algorithm is simple and convenient for use, but it has poor parallelism and only quite effective in some specific applications [8]. The commonly-used static assignment algorithms include round assignment and priority assignment [9], etc.

By analyzing the real-time load information of cluster system, the dynamic load assignment algorithm dynamically assigns and adjusts the tasks among all processors in order
to eliminate the imbalance of load distribution in the system. Compared with the static algorithm, the dynamic algorithm is more flexible and efficient. But the dynamic algorithm has to collect, store and analyze the status information, it needs more system overhead than the static algorithm. Nevertheless, this kind of overhead can be counteracted by the increase of computer efficiency [10]. For this reason, the dynamic load assignment algorithm has become the research focus at present. Typical dynamic load balancing algorithms includes ADAPTLOAD algorithm [11] proposed by Q. Zhang et al., address hash algorithm [12] proposed by Beinkowski M et al., and game theory-based algorithm [13] proposed by Daniel Grosu et al., etc.

As a kind of special dynamic algorithm, the self-adaptive load balancing algorithm can adjust its own behaviors via dynamically changing parameters to adapt to the changing system status. For example, one load balancing algorithm is quite effective under condition A whereas another algorithm is effective under condition B. Integrated with more than two kinds of strategies, the self-adaptive algorithm can select suitable strategies according to the changes of system status. At present, the popular self-adaptive scheduling algorithms include minimum load algorithm and average load algorithm [14], etc.

Nowadays, numerous researches have been made on the load balancing algorithms, such as dynamic feedback-based load balancing algorithm (MTN) [15] proposed by Liu Jian et al, which aims at timely modifying the load information about each node via dynamic feedback mechanism. The weight-based load balancing algorithm (Weight) [16] proposed by Zhang Yufang considers the processing capability of each node, and can fully play the advantage of cluster system. Sachin Kumar et al propose a kind of dynamic load-based priority algorithm used in distributed computer network [17]. It takes the priorities of resources into first consideration, which means the tasks will be assigned to the corresponding resources when the resources of high priorities are free. A content-based load balancing algorithm with admission control for cluster web servers [18], proposed by Saeed Sharifian et al., classifies the users' requests based on their impact on the resources, which means each kind of resources respond to one kind of requests. However, this can classify the tasks to some extent, this classification pattern is not controllable to users. Although these algorithms mentioned above can assure the system load balancing to certain extent, the assignment of tasks to which resources has no laws to follow, which may be against the original intention of users. This is because the relevance between tasks and resources has not been sufficiently considered in existing load balancing algorithms. In view of this, the RRK algorithm proposed therein can assign the tasks to those resources of high relevance on the premise of assuring certain load balance in the system.

3. Load Balancing Model with Key Resource Relevance

The structure of virtual cluster adopted in this paper is shown in Figure 1. Multiple virtual machines run on every physical resource in the cluster system, each of which is here considers as one virtual resource. However, all virtual resources in every virtual resource group may not all run on one same physical resource, and they may come from a number of different physical resources. As they are of the same type, the task can be assigned to and then runs on any one of them. As shown in Figure 1, the virtual resources in italics belong to one same virtual resource group, but apparently they come from different physical resources.
The load balancing model with key resource relevance considers the relevance between tasks and virtual resources as the key factor in assignment strategies. Assume Vector \( T=(t_1 \ t_2 \ \ldots \ t_i \ \ldots \ t_m)^T \) as the task set, where: \( t_i \) represents task \( i \), and \( m \) is the number of tasks. Let \( R=(r_1 \ r_2 \ \ldots \ r_r \ \ldots \ r_n) \) denote the set of virtual resource groups, where: every \( r_r \) represents a set of virtual resources in same category, and \( n \) is the number of virtual resource groups. The classification of virtual resource group here is based on the demands of specific tasks. Different virtual machines on one same physical computer can be either of same category or different categories. Use Matrix \( C=TR=(t_1 \ t_2 \ \ldots \ t_m)^T (r_a \ r_b \ \ldots \ r_n)=(f(t_1,r_r) \ f(t_2,r_r) \ \ldots \ f(t_i,r_r) \ \ldots \ f(t_m,r_r))^T \) to represent the matrix of relevance between tasks and virtual resource groups, where: \( f(t_i,r_r)=(t_1r_1 \ t_2r_2 \ \ldots \ t_ir_n) \), indicating the vector of relevance between one certain task \( t_i \) between each virtual resource group, with \( \sum_{r=1}^{n} f(t_i,r_r)=1 \).

Assume \( L=(L_1 \ L_2 \ \ldots \ L_r \ \ldots \ L_n) \) is the load vector of virtual resource groups, where \( L_r \) is the integrated load value of virtual resource group \( r_r \). So we can define the priority of task \( t_i \) to be assigned to virtual resource group \( r_r \) is \( P(t_i,r_r)=\frac{f(t_i,r_r)}{L_r} \). In this way, the priority matrix for the tasks assigned to the virtual resource groups is

\[
P = \begin{pmatrix}
P(1,1) & P(1,2) & \ldots & P(1,n) \\
P(2,1) & P(2,2) & \ldots & P(2,n) \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
P(m,1) & P(m,2) & \ldots & P(m,n)
\end{pmatrix} = \frac{1}{L_r} \begin{pmatrix}
f(1,1) & f(1,2) & \ldots & f(1,n) \\
f(2,1) & f(2,2) & \ldots & f(2,n) \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
f(m,1) & f(m,2) & \ldots & f(m,n)
\end{pmatrix} \tag{1}
\]

The load balancing model with key resource relevance is shown as Figure 2:
Figure 2. RRK-based System Model

The system model of RRK algorithm has several main elements as follows:

1. Load monitor: Receive various kinds of load information periodically sent by each virtual resource, and then calculate its integrated load value. After observing that whether the load change magnitude exceeds the threshold value for a period of time, decide to upload this information to load balancing scheduler and the load balancer.

2. Load balancing scheduler: Based on the integrated load value of each virtual resource calculated by the load monitor and on the weight value of each task, assign the task scheduled to this kind of resource group by priority scheduler to one certain virtual resource.

3. Load balancer: According to the load value of each virtual resource in each kind of virtual resource group uploaded by load monitor, calculate the integrated load of this kind of virtual resource group.

4. Priority scheduler: According to the relevance between task and virtual resource as well as the integrated load value of each virtual resource group, calculate the priority of the task to be assigned to each virtual resource group, and then assign the task to one certain virtual resource group.

4. Design of Load Balancing Algorithm with Key Resource Relevance

The load balancing algorithm with key resource relevance consists of following parts: collection strategies for load information, calculation of load value, inter-resource group priority assignment strategies and load balancing assignment strategies in resource groups.

4.1. Collection strategies for load information

There are two kinds of collection strategies for load information: “Push” and “Pull”. “Push” mode means that the monitored resource actively reports its own resource performance and load information to the system, while “Pull” mode means the system actively inquires the
resource performance and load information from the monitored resource. Reference [19] proposes a kind of collection strategy that has combined these two modes together, namely the system periodically “pulls out” the resource performance and load information of each monitored resource. When the change of resource performance and load exceeds certain threshold values, it will actively “push” its performance and load information to the system.

In this paper, this kind of collection strategy combining “Push” & “Pull” modes together is also adopted, but the time to use the “Push” and “Pull” modes is different from that in Reference [19], as shown below in details:

(1) Each virtual resource sends its own load information to corresponding load monitor periodically.

(2) The load monitor compares this load information with the last load information. If the change exceeds the threshold value, it will upload this load information to the load balancing scheduler and load balancer.

(3) When a task is submitted, the priority scheduler inquires the load balancer about the integrated load value of each virtual resource group.

4.2. Feedback indexes

The feedback indexes are the core part of the dynamic load balancing strategy, which directly determines the effects of load balancing [20]. The task is generally compute-intensive and needs to be stored on the disk; besides, all the virtual resources are communicated with each other via the network, and hence the network branch width occupancy is also one factor affecting the load value. Consequently, the feedback indexes finally defined by the algorithm proposed therein include CPU utilization rate, memory utilization rate, occupancy rate of network band width and disk utilization rate.

4.3. Calculation of load value

As the resources in the virtual cluster system are normally heterogeneous [21], \( r_j = (r_{j1}, r_{j2}, \ldots, r_{jn}) \) is adopted to represent the virtual resource vector in virtual resource group \( r_j \). \( 1 \leq j \leq n_r \) and \( n_r \) is the number of virtual resource in the virtual resource group \( r_j \).

To calculate the integrated load \( L(r_{j}) \) of virtual resource \( r_{j} \) in the virtual resource group \( r_j \), the major concern lies in CPU utilization rate \( R_{cpu}(r_{j}) \), memory utilization rate \( R_{mem}(r_{j}) \), occupancy rate of network band width \( R_{net}(r_{j}) \) and disk utilization rate \( R_{disk}(r_{j}) \) of each virtual resource. The calculation formula (2) to calculate the integrated load of virtual resource \( r_{j} \) in the virtual resource group \( r_j \) is shown as follows:

\[
L(r_{j}) = k_1 * R_{cpu}(r_{j}) + k_2 * R_{mem}(r_{j}) + k_3 * R_{net}(r_{j}) + k_4 * R_{disk}(r_{j})
\]

\[
j = 1, 2, \ldots, n_r, \sum_{k=1}^{4} k = 1
\]

Where: \( k_d, d = 1, 2, 3, 4 \) is the weight parameter of each index, reflecting the influence of different kinds of indexes on the load value, configured by users.

The integrated load \( L_r \) of one certain kind of virtual resource group refers to the load
average value of all virtual resources in this virtual resource group, which is calculated via following formula (3):

\[ L_r = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{n_r} L(r_{rj})}{n_r}, \quad j=1, 2, \ldots, n_r \]  

(3)

### 4.4. Inter-resource group priority scheduling strategies

After the user submits tasks, the priority scheduler will first assign them to a certain kind of virtual resource groups. This step fully considers the relevance between the tasks and virtual resource groups, and when the load of this certain virtual resource group exceeds the preset threshold value, this virtual resource group will not be considered, nor participate in the further assignment process. The algorithm is described as follows:

| Input: A series of random tasks \{t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_m\}, a set of virtual resource groups \{r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_n\}; |
| Output: Each task has been assigned to a virtual resource group; |
| For i=1 To m // m is the number of tasks; |
| { |
| Update the load value of every virtual resource group; |
| Delete the virtual resource groups of which load values exceed the threshold value from candidate queue; |
| For j=1 To n // n is the number of virtual resource groups; |
| Calculate the priority of task \(t_i\) to be assigned to virtual resource group \(r_j\); |
| If the max priority value > 0 |
| Assign task \(t_i\) to virtual resource group which has max priority; |
| Else |
| Prompt user the task \(t_i\) has failed to be assigned; |
| } |

**Figure 3. Pseudo-code of inter-group priority scheduling**

The priority scheduling process of single task is shown in following Figure 4.

1. “Inquire” the load balancer about the load \(L_r\) of each virtual resource group, where: \(r=1, 2, \ldots, n\).

2. Delete the virtual resource group with its load value exceeding the threshold value from the candidate queue.

3. Use formula (1) to calculate the priority of the task to be assigned to each virtual resource group.

4. Place the priorities in order. If the maximum is greater than 0, then the task will be assigned to the virtual resource group corresponding to the maximum priority.
4.5. Load balancing scheduling strategies within a resource groups

After the priority scheduler assigns the task to one certain kind of virtual resource group, the load balancing scheduler of this virtual resource group will then assign this task to one of its virtual resources. Because the relevance of this task to each virtual resource in this one same virtual resource group is mutually identical, the difference only lies in the hardware performance. Thus, this step only considers the load value of each virtual resource and the weight value of the task in the assignment, instead of the relevance between the task and the virtual resource. The weight value of task $t_i$ is already given when the user submits the task, which is to judge the complexity of task running. It may be an integral number within 1 to 5, and the smaller it is, the lower the weight value is. Due to the randomness of task arrival and the difference among task weight values, if the previous task with a lower weight value is
assigned to the light-loaded virtual resource, and the weight value of the next task may be quite high with a need of a much light-loaded virtual resource. However, this much light-loaded virtual resource may have been already assigned, and the performance of other virtual resources is insufficient to run this task. At this point, this task can only wait for the proper virtual resources to be released [22]. Although there may be some virtual resources that can run this task, the extreme load imbalance of this virtual resource group will occur in case this heavy task has been assigned. For this reason, we will consider the task weight value during the load balancing scheduling carried out within the virtual resource groups.

Firstly, we classify the virtual resources into 5 grades depending on their load values, i.e. \( g_1, g_2, g_3, g_4, g_5 \). The calculation formula (4) for the load value difference between every two adjacent grades \( \Delta_l \) is shown as follows, where \( N_r \) is the number of virtual resource in virtual resource group \( L_r \).

\[
\Delta_l = \frac{\max\{L(r_{rj})\} - \min\{L(r_{rj})\}}{5}
\]

\[1 \leq j \leq n_r\]

Then, the calculation formula (5) for the minimum load \( L(g_i) \) on graded \( g_i \) is shown as follows:

\[
L(g_i) \in [\Delta_l * (i - 1) + \min\{L(r_{rj})\}, \Delta_l * i + \min\{L(r_{rj})\}]
\]

\[1 \leq i \leq 5\]

\[1 \leq j \leq n_r\]

When a task is assigned to the virtual resource group \( r_r \), all virtual resources will be firstly classified into 5 grades according to their load values. Then, follow the task weight value to assign the task to well-matched virtual resource. If no virtual resource exists on the corresponding grade, then system will search for the virtual resource in a higher grade until it finds out the virtual resource that can satisfy the requirements. If not, the task will be added into the waiting queue; if there are multiple virtual resources in the corresponding grade, then the task will be assigned to the virtual resource with lowest load in this grade. The algorithm is described as follows:
Input: A series of random tasks \{t₁, t₂, ..., tₖ\}, a group of virtual resources;
Output: Each task has been assigned to an appropriate virtual resource;

Var: Succeed_Flag : boolean  init : FALSE // mark whether the task has been assigned successfully or not;
     Wait_Flag : boolean  init : FALSE // mark if the task is needed to be added to waiting queue or not;
For i=1 To k // k is the number of tasks;
{
    Update the load value of each virtual resource;
    Divide the virtual resources into five grades \{g₁, g₂, g₃, g₄, g₅\} from the minimum to the maximum load value;
    Succeed_Flag=Wait_Flag=FALSE;
    For j=1 To 5
    {
        If the weight value of tᵢ corresponds to grade gⱼ{
            If there are some virtual resources in grade gⱼ{
                Assign tᵢ to the virtual resource which has minimum load value on grade gⱼ;
                Succeed_Flag=TRUE;
                Break;
            }
        }
        Else{
            If there is an appropriate virtual resource on grade gⱼ+1 to g₅{
                Assign tᵢ to this virtual resource;
                Succeed_Flag=TRUE;
                Break;
            }
            Else{
                Wait_Flag=TRUE;
                Break;
            }
        }
    } // end If
} // end For
If !Succeed_Flag && !Wait_Flag
    Prompt user the weight value of tᵢ is wrong, assignment failed;
}// end For

Figure 1. Pseudo-code of intra-group assignment

From the above, RRK algorithm is summarized below:

Step 1: Acquire integrated load of each virtual resource group, and delete the virtual resource group exceeding threshold value out of candidate queue;

Step 2: Considering the vector of relevance between task and virtual resource group, use formula (1) to calculate the priorities of the task to be assigned to each virtual resource group;

Step 3: Assign the task to the virtual resource group \( r_r \) with maximum non-zero priority;

Step 4: Update the load value of each virtual resource in virtual resource group \( r_r \);

Step 5: Classify the virtual resources in virtual resource group \( r_r \) into 5 grades by their load values;

Step 6: Search for the virtual resource with minimum load on the grade corresponding to the weight value of task to run this task. If failed, turn to Step 7;
Step 7: Search for the proper virtual resource from current grade to Grade 5 to run this task. If failed, turn to Step 8;

Step 8: Add the task to waiting queue until there is a proper virtual resource to run this task.

5. Simulation Experiment and Performance Analysis

The purpose of the virtual cluster load balancing algorithm is to take the full advantage of the load and performance information of each virtual resource, so that the idleness possibility of some virtual resources can be reduced when there are a number of tasks in the system [23]. The key to the load balancing algorithm with key resource relevance (RRK) is considering assigning the task to the virtual resource group that has high relevance to this task, therefore the relevance-balance ratio \( H(S) \) is introduce to measure the algorithm performance. The calculation formula of \( H(S) \) is shown as follows:

\[
H(S) = \frac{G(S)}{D(S)}
\]  

\( G(S) \) refers to the sum of ratios between relevance of each task to its virtual resource group and relevance numbering position after \( m \) tasks have been assigned to \( n \) virtual resources groups. Its calculation formula (7) is shown as follows:

\[
G(S) = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \frac{C_i}{N_i}
\]  

Where: \( C_i \) is the relevance of task \( t_i \) to its assigned virtual resource group, \( N_i \) is the relevance numbering position in the vector of relevance between task and virtual resource groups. For example: The vector of relevance between task \( t_i \) and virtual resource group is \((0.1, 0, 0.6, 0.3)\), and the algorithm assigns the task \( t_i \) to virtual resource group \( r_k \). Thus, \( C_i = 0.3, N_i = 2 \).

\( D(S) \) refers to the deviation among virtual resource groups after the task assignment is complete. Its calculation formula (8) is shown as follows:

\[
D(S) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{(L_i - \bar{L})^2}{n}
\]  

Where: \( L_i \) is the integrated load value of virtual resource group \( r_i \) after the task assignment is complete; \( \bar{L} \) is the average load value of all virtual resource groups. \( n \) is the number of virtual resource groups.

As from the definition of \( H(S) \), in case the tasks and resources remain unchanged for each experiment, the greater \( G(S) \) is, the higher the integrated relevance for the task to be assigned to virtual resource group is; the smaller \( D(S) \) is, the more balanced the system load is. Hence, the greater \( H(S) \) is, the better the algorithm performance becomes.

The experiment makes a comparison among MTK algorithm, Weight algorithm and RRK algorithm proposed therein. The number of tasks is 100, and the experiment is conducted 30 times, respectively comparing \( H(S) \) values of these three algorithms under the conditions of 10, 20 and 30 virtual resource groups.

Figure 6, Figure 7 and Figure 8 are the respective comparison diagrams for the relevance-balance ratios of MTK algorithm, Weight algorithm and RRK algorithm under the conditions of 10, 20 and 30 virtual resource groups. From these diagrams, when the number of virtual resource groups is 10, \( H(S) \) value of RRK algorithm reaches its maximum for 20 times out of those 30 times of experiments. When the number of virtual resource groups is 20,
$H(S)$ value of RRK algorithm reaches its maximum for all 30 times. When the number of virtual resource groups is 30, the same thing happens again, and at this point the performance advantage of RRK algorithm seems more obvious. This means, the larger the number of virtual resource groups is, the more advantage RRK algorithm can present.

![Figure 6. 10 Virtual resource groups](image)

![Figure 7. 20 Virtual resource groups](image)

![Figure 8. 30 Virtual resource groups](image)
Within the virtual resource groups, the load balancing assignment strategies adopted by RRK algorithm take the weight value of task into consideration so as to predict the resource demand in task running and then assign proper virtual resource as required. This can reduce the average time for the tasks to wait the assignment. We use formula (9) to define the average waiting time of tasks:

\[ t_{AvgW} = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} (t_{iE} - t_{iA}) \]  

(9)

Where: \( m \) is the number of tasks; \( t_{iA} \) is the time for task \( t_i \) to arrive at virtual resource group; and \( t_{iE} \) is the time for task \( t_i \) to be assigned to one certain virtual resource.

In this experiment, we select the virtual resource group including 20 virtual resources. The distribution of initial load values is shown in Table 1 below, and the numbers of virtual resources on each grade are shown in Table 2 below.

**Table 1. Initial load values of virtual resources**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series No of Virtual Resource</th>
<th>Initial Load Value</th>
<th>Grade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2. Numbers of virtual resources on each grade**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Number of Virtual Resource</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are 1000 tasks to be assigned in this experiment. Once every 100 tasks have been assigned, we calculate the average time \( t_{AvgW} \) for all previously assigned tasks to wait. The experiment results of RRK algorithm proposed therein, MTK algorithm and Weight algorithm are shown as in Figure 9, from which it can be observed that: when the number of tasks is less than that of virtual resource groups, the average waiting time of RRK algorithm for the
intra-group assignment is a little greater than that of other two algorithms. Because the tasks are so few at this point, the advantage of RRK algorithm on the virtual resource grading cannot be seen. However, as the tasks continuously increase, its average waiting time will be obviously less than that of MTK and Weight algorithms. This is because, as the tasks increase, a lot of tasks are assigned to the virtual resource groups corresponding to the weight values of these tasks, which then reduces the waiting possibility of tasks with high weight value.

![Figure 9. Average waiting time for intra-group task assignment](image)

6. Conclusions

For the purpose of key resource relevance for load balancing algorithm in the virtual cluster system, this paper proposes a kind of load balancing algorithm with key resource relevance for virtual cluster, and have conducted a number of comparison experiments among RRK, MTK and Weight algorithms on the basis of different numbers of virtual resource groups. The experimental results show that: Compared with MTK and Weight algorithms, RRK algorithm proposed therein can assign the tasks to highly-relevant resources group whilst assuring better system load balance, and it performs better in case of more resource groups and more tasks.

In the future, we will consider extending the centralized scheduler herein into a distributed scheduler. And we will introduce multi-attribute decision-making theories to determine the weight coefficients of all load indexes, so that the artificial interference with the weight coefficients of all load indexes may be reduced.
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